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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Unexpected expenses come up all the time, but a significant portion of the U.S. population is 
not prepared with enough savings in the case of an emergency. This problem is magnified for 
those with no banking relationship or one that is transactional-only at best. For this group of 
people, often referred to as the “unbanked” or “underbanked”, financial options available to 
them are even more limited.  

Without a credit history or with a very thin credit file, a bank loan is often out of reach for  
the unbanked and underbanked population.  Terms for other financial products, like credit 
cards or personal loans can be astronomical, pushing them even closer to the brink of financial 
desperation. Outside of banking, a nonexistent or thin credit file also limits unbanked or  
underbanked consumers, who may have a difficult time renting an apartment or  
acquiring employment.  

And yet, this group of consumers needs to be served. They offer opportunities to banks  
who can develop personalized, bundled products and services that guide them to greater 
financial resources, one step at a time.  

Banks can serve the un- and underbanked population by helping them learn how to take 
charge of their money so they can meet their future financial aspirations. In order to do so, 
banks must provide for: 

 • Robust mobile experiences 

 • Financial wellness tools 

 • Earned wage access products  

 • Checking + credit card packages  

However, most bank legacy core systems are not built to launch specialized products or tools 
for any of their customers, much less the unbanked or underbanked consumer who requires  
a mix of unique bundled products.  

One way for banks to care for this segment of the population is to invest in technologies that 
support externalizing product and pricing from their legacy core. In doing so, banks can bring 
new products to market much more quickly with the added flexibility to make changes that  
respond to customer needs and market conditions. It’s the way forward for banks to deliver 
both value and vital education and financial literacy to the unbanked and underbanked.  
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Financial Wellness: What Happens  
When the Money Runs Out

Describing workers living paycheck to paycheck, John Hope 
Bryant, founder and CEO of Operation HOPE, a non-profit focused 
on financial inclusion and economic empowerment, says, “People 
have too much month for their money.” And for many in that  
situation, things will never change. If a household runs short of 
funds, they might turn to their bank for help. For “unbanked” or 
“underbanked” consumers, however, this isn’t an easy option.

Unbanked and Underbanked
“Unbanked” is the term used to characterize individuals who do 
not have a checking or savings account. “Underbanked” is the 
word used to describe individuals who have a checking or savings 
account at a financial institution but turn to non-banks for financial 
services such as check cashing, money orders, bill payments, 
remittances and personal loans.

According to a 2019 Federal Reserve report4 on the economic 
well-being of U.S. households, 16% of adults in the U.S. were 
underbanked, while 6% were unbanked.

The same study identified significant disparities by race,  
as follows:

One of the side effects of being unbanked or underbanked is a 
thin credit file. Nearly 50 million American adults do not have 
a credit score, according to a 2019 study by the CFPB5. 11% are 
“credit invisible” with no credit file at all, and another 11% have a 
“thin or stale” file, making it impossible to generate a valid current 
FICO score for them. To be clear, it is not the case that these 
adult Americans have low credit scores. They don’t have any 
credit score at all. And without a credit score, borrowing through 
traditional bank channels is at best costly, for sure difficult, and at 
worst impossible.

Bankrate has been running a temperature check on Americans’  
financial wellness for almost a decade. Results are startling in 
their unbudging consistency.

When faced with an unexpected $1,000 expense (think car repair, 
taking the household pet to the vet, or funding junior’s spot on 
the travel soccer team), about 40% of adults would tap their cash 
reserves to cover it.1 

And the rest of us?

We do not have sufficient cash reserves.1 So, here is how we 
would pay for an uncovered medical expense, new brakes, or 
Lassie’s kidney medicine:

• Charge to a credit card and pay down over time: 18%
• Pay by cutting spending on other items: 18%
• Borrow from family or friends: 12%
• Take a personal loan: 8%

These results resonate with research findings from the Federal 
Reserve2 and Pew Charitable Trusts3. Both have run studies that 
show most Americans do not have a basic emergency fund set 
aside in the form of a rainy-day fund. So, for unexpected ex-
penses, they turn to credit cards, pawn shops, payday lenders, 
overdrafts, or friends and family. 

Rainy-day funds sufficient to cover an unexpected $1,000 expense 
are positively correlated with income (essentially, the more you 
earn the better able you are to save) and age. So, Generation-Z 
and lower wage or gig workers are less likely to have savings at 
hand when an unforeseen expense or financial emergency arises. 

Just one-third of millennials have an emergency fund sufficient to 
cover an unexpected $1,000 need. Gen-Xers and baby boomers 
are slightly better off with 46 and 45 percent, respectively, having 
$1,000 or more at hand.

Paycheck to Paycheck
What exactly does it mean to live paycheck to paycheck? Essentially,  
an individual or household’s expenses equal that individual’s or  
household’s income, leaving no money to set aside in a fund for  
future or unexpected needs. 

*Source: CareerBuilder, 2017

Unbanked Under-
banked Fully Banked

White 4% 11% 85%

Black 14% 35% 50%

Hispanic 11% 23% 66%

• 78% of U.S. workers live paycheck to paycheck.
•  Almost 1 in 10 workers earning $100,000+ live paycheck to paycheck.
• More than 1 in 4 workers do not set aside any savings each month.
• Almost 3 in 4 workers say they are in debt.
•  More than 50% of minimum wage workers work more than one job to make ends meet.
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Inability to borrow derails the path to financial security. 
In populations that lack access to credit, fewer small 
businesses are formed, fewer homes are owned while 
more are rented, and a wide range of other products 
and services, such as security deposits, auto insurance 
and more, are purchased at higher prices. According to 
Corporation for Enterprise Development, a Washington 
D.C.-based nonprofit dedicated to expanding economic 
opportunity for low income communities, “In many ways, 
a credit report is the gateway to financial opportunity.6”

The Center for Responsible Lending7, using FDIC Call 
Report data, examined overdraft-related revenues for U.S. 
banks with assets of $1 billion or more. In 2019, these 
banks collected $11 billion in overdraft fees, charging  
customers an average of $35 for each overdraft instance. 
The most common transaction type that resulted in  
an overdraft fee was a debit card transaction, and the 
typical value of that debit card transaction was $20 or 
less—which means that in many instances, the overdraft 
fee was almost double the price of the customer’s  
initial debit purchase. 

Further, a version of the 80/20 rule is in effect when it 
comes to overdrafts in the United States. Just 9% of bank 
account holders comprise 84% of the $11 billion in fees 
collected by the nation’s biggest banks.

For many consumers, overdrafts and other unexpected 
bank charges are experienced as unfair or onerous.8  
In essence, these consumers believe banks turn a profit  
at the expense of account holders who do not realize 
they have run short of funds. 

Two Ways Financial Institutions Can Help
To better serve the unbanked and underbanked,  
financial institutions need to address the segment’s  
demonstrated and perceived needs. 

 Build trust with consumers  
who disproportionately distrust  
financial institutions.

A

B
 Create products and experiences  
that help to ensure long-term  
financial well-being for the  
unbanked and underbanked.

Trust in banks is low even for consumers who are not 
living paycheck to paycheck. For its 2019 report,  
Purpose-Driven Banking: Can trust create win-win  
banking relationships?9 Accenture surveyed almost  
15,000 consumers. Just 43% trust their bank to look  
after their long-term financial well-being. 

For community banks, who often enjoy a close-knit 
relationship with their customers and even know them by 
name, trust may not be as much of an issue. Instead, their 
obstacle too frequently is they lack comprehensive customer 
data, easily accessed, that spotlights gaps or mismatches in 
their financial offerings. Without having a complete picture, 
these banks and credit unions may miss important financial 
needs they could address to help customers achieve greater 
financial stability. 
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How to Best Serve the Unbanked and Underbanked?

Build Trust With the Unbanked  
and Underbanked
There are many adages about trust. One is particularly  
on point for banks to consider:

Trust takes years to build, seconds to break and  
forever to repair.

Even for banks, community banks and credit unions who 
already have strong, trusting relationships with customers, 
there are always new opportunities to help them improve 
their financial wellness. And by being proactive about what’s 
best for them, financial institutions enhance that trust.

Because customers living paycheck to paycheck don’t  
have much if anything in terms of excess funds, what  
matters most to them is ensuring sufficient liquidity  
to avoid overdrafts and associated overdraft fees. 

These customers need to know immediately if they are 
about to run out of funds, if there is a projected shortfall a 
little further out in the month, or if a recurring direct deposit 
did not show up on time. To ensure the financial wellness 
of these consumers, banks need to provide transparent and 
timely access to credits, debits and balances, plus simple 
cash flow forecasting.

Trust is built on a foundation of positive, empathic interactions 
where competence and expertise are demonstrated. So, it is 
important that whatever programs your bank puts in place 
to better serve unbanked and underbanked consumers, all 
customer-facing personnel feel confidence in speaking to, 
serving and selling these programs.

 Create Products and Experiences for  
the Unbanked and Underbanked
To better serve the unbanked and underbanked,  
financial institutions should look to develop the  
following four capabilities:

 1. A robust mobile experience

 2. A financial wellness tool

 3. An earned wage access product

  4.  A credit builder package (checking + credit card pack-
age where the card adds features and benefits as the 
customer establishes a consistent record of effective 
money management)

People have too much 
month for their money.”
“
JOHN HOPE BRYANT 
Founder and CEO of Operation HOPE
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Robust Mobile Experience
For consumers who cannot take time away from work and  
for whom access to a computer may be limited, mobile  
banking is key. 

According to the Pew Research Center, the percentage of U.S. 
adults with a smartphone hit 81% in 2019, and for 37% of U.S. 
adults, access to the Internet is primarily via smartphone.10

In-home broadband penetration is falling, with more than one 
in four U.S. households going without, and almost half of U.S. 
households with incomes below $30,000 going without.10 

Mobile experiences designed to serve the unbanked and  
underbanked should include the following capabilities:

 • Pay bills 

 • Send and receive money

 • Deposit checks

 • Locate ATMs

  •  Alerts and notifications (deposits,  
payments, balance thresholds, etc.)

 • Enhanced security

 • ATM locator

1.  Aggregate customer  
data into two types:

 •  Transaction data that 
includes debits, credits  
and balances

 •  Goal or aspiration data 
that affects financial  
behavior, such as  
short- and long-term  
financial aspirations like 
saving $50 every week  
of the year, or purchasing  
a home in 3 years

2.  Categorize inflows and  
outflows and analyze the 
data giving customers  
insights into their cashflow:

  •  What are the important  
patterns or trends in  
the data? 

  •  Are spending or savings  
behaviors temporary, such 
as spending more or saving 
less due to a vacation or 
longer-term trends that are 
undermining their goals?

3.  Deliver actionable tips  
that  help customers 
achieve their financial  
goals and aspirations. 

 •  Reduce spend in  
certain categories

  •  Use different financial  
products for certain  
purposes (e.g.  
credit versus debit)

 •  Move money from one  
account to another to  
receive a higher rate

4.  Take action automatically 
on a customer’s behalf in 
line with their goals:

 •  Automatically move funds 
from one account to a  
higher-paying account  
at certain thresholds.

These are the services this segment needs, and their preferred 
access channel is likely to be their mobile device.

Personal financial management tools have been around in some 
way, shape or form for almost 40 years, but advances in artificial 
intelligence in the last 5 years (or thereabouts) have made these 
tools more relevant and impactful than ever before. 

A financial wellness tool might start out as a relatively basic 
budgeting app, evolving over time to address the full lifecycle 
of major financial events, including buying a home, paying for a 
wedding, starting a job, sending a child to college, getting married, 
caring for a family member, having a child, empty nesting, retiring 
and more.

A few best practices for financial wellness tools include:

 1. Offer users encouragement rather than criticism.

 2. Use a games-based approach to increase engagement.

 3. Reward positive behavior changes.

Financial Wellness Tools
Compelling financial wellness experiences are created by integrating capabilities across four dimensions:
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Earned Wage Access Product
Earned wage access allows consumers advance access to earned 
but unpaid wages to meet short-term liquidity needs without 
turning to more costly alternatives like traditional payday loans. 
Available from several fintechs, earned wage access is a service 
banks might offer either to their consumer or to their corporate 
customers.

Here’s how it works:

  1.  A consumer establishes a pattern of recurring direct  
deposits characterized by consistency in terms of timing  
and amount.

  2.  For a small fee, preferably paid by the customer’s employer,  
the bank offers early access to earned wages for the  
upcoming pay period.

  3.  The consumer’s payroll advance is recovered through  
subsequent payroll deductions.

For those living paycheck to paycheck, when an unexpected 
expense arises, earned wage access is a valuable service that 
enables users to avoid the high expenses associated with  
overdrafts and non-bank credit products. For these consumers, 
those expenses are an unnecessary burden that they  
cannot afford.

Credit Builder Package
Without credit or a credit score, consumers face often  
insurmountable barriers to achieving key financial wellness  
milestones, such as owning a home. 

A secured card is a great starting point for consumers just  
beginning to establish credit. But it needs to be a waypoint  
not an endpoint on their financial journey. 

The Basic Credit Builder Package Concept:

1.  The consumer opens a checking account and a secured card with the card’s limit tied to the 
customer’s checking balances.

  2.  After demonstrating a consistent pattern of recurring direct deposits, responsible use of the 
secured card and no overdrafts, the secured card is upgraded to an unsecured card with a rela-
tively low credit limit.

3.  After demonstrating a consistent pattern of on-time payments and other beneficial banking 
behaviors, credit limits move up and APRs move down.

In January of 2021, the CFPB issued an advisory opinion on earned wage access programs, and how they must be  
structured so as not to constitute an offer of credit under the terms of Regulation Z. 
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at speed, something that is nearly impossible with  
most legacy systems.

Zafin product and pricing platform ingests data from 
bank systems, matches customers with products, 
packages and offers based on business rules including 
eligibility and suitability, then calculates even the most 
intricate pricing rules with ease and accuracy, down to a 
segment of one.  

By decoupling product and pricing from a bank’s core 
system, Zafin’s platform provides a 360-degree view of 
the customer with actionable insights on how to best 
serve their needs, which strengthens the relationship 
with them and builds long-term loyalty.

Zafin has a long history of proven success  
partnering with both global and regional banks  
througout the world. 

To learn more, visit our website at Zafin.com.
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For consumers and communities without credit, financial 
opportunity is limited. In fact, two key wealth-building  
activities—owning a home and starting a business—may 
be impossible. Banks and credit unions that have set 
their sights on serving the unbanked and underbanked 
will want to find pathways to creditworthiness for  
these consumers.

For most banks, builidng innovative products, such as 
bundled accounts or an earned wage access product 
may be a daunting challenge. However, for banks on the 
Zafin platform, it’s not only possible, but it can be done 
quickly with ease. 

Zafin is the leading cloud-native SaaS product and 
pricing platform, enabling banks to create innovative, 
personalized products and pricing to provide more  
relevant, intuitive customer experiences that help  
customers meet their financial goals. It allows banks  
to meet market demands and competition pressures,  

Zafin decouples product and pricing from core systems to create flexibility,  
consistency, efficiency, transparency and speed. 

How Does Zafin’s Cloud-native SaaS  
Product and Pricing Platform Work?

http://Zafin.com/resources
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